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New student
ID system
on the way
Madeleine Leroux
DAILY EGYPTIAN

E MILY S UNBLADE ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Steve Segner, the ‘car doctor,’ changes the belt on a riding lawn mower at his home Friday. Segner has had his house call mechanic
service for more than 20 years.

Motor medic goes mobile
Instead of starting his own
garage, Segner decided he would
take his mechanic service to his
customers. Segner travels to the
vehicles instead of having the customer drive or tow them to him.
“The house calls have been
my niche in the market,” Segner
said. “Some people don’t want to
leave their cars places. I have even
worked on customers’ cars in their

Emily Sunblade
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Steve Segner brings a whole
new meaning to the phrase “house
call.”
Segner, a 1990 graduate of
the SIU automotive technology
program, has been working as a
mechanic since 1982. He began his
“car doctor” business in 1986.

work parking lots.”
Segner said he makes calls as
far east as Marion and west to
Murphysboro. He will go north to
De Soto and south to Cobden.
Along with his car care service,
Segner performs home electrician
diagnosis and repair. He averages
three or four appointments a week.
“It varies from week to week,”
Segner said. “I’ll go without an

hour of work, other weeks I’ll have
five people waiting for me.”
Segner lets customers get
their own parts if they think they
know what they will need before
he arrives. He said this helps the
customer know they are not being
cheated on cost.
“It’s cheaper and quicker if they
have the part and I can get started
as soon as I get there,” Segner said.

Lock in those security deposits
Tips on how to get your money back
Lindsey Smith
Luke McCormick
DAILY EGYPTIAN

After getting billed for having
a toilet on the roof of the house
she lived in, Susan Noethe hopes
to prevent other students from
losing their security deposits.
The toilet was placed on the
roof by her neighbors as a joke,
Noethe said, but it was one of
the reasons her landlord refused
to return her and her five roommates’ deposits last year. Tenants
should receive their security
deposits within the next month
or two, but these deposits are
often never returned.
There are several strategies
tenants can use to prevent the

loss of the deposit, both before
and after moving in.
Rich Hall, a lecturer in the
finance department, said there’s
nothing wrong with a landlord
requiring a security deposit in
case damage is done. The lease
between a tenant and a landlord,
Hall said, is an agreement based
on the normal wear and tear of
living somewhere. The problem
comes into play in defining “normal wear and tear,” which often
leads to legal issues and the loss
of a security deposit.
Tenants should not wait until
they are preparing to move out
to address problems with landlords, Hall said. A landlord problem doesn’t begin when
moving out.
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“It actually begins when you
move in,” Hall said.
Amanda Reid, leasing consultant for Saint Germain Square
Apartments, said the apartment

complex goes over a checklist with
residents when they move in and
when residents move out.
See DEPOSIT, Page 5
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Fundraiser soon to hit
$100 million.

New armory possibly
in the works.
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Social security numbers will no longer be used as student identification
after Memorial Day.
The university will start implementing random identification numbers — called Dawg Tags — for all
SIUC students, faculty and staff. Frank
Scobby, interim director of Information
Technology, said the reason for the
change is to protect people from identity theft.
“The social security number is far
too exposed, not only on this campus
but everywhere,” Scobby said. “So, we’re
trying to eliminate the use of social
security numbers on this campus.”
Victoria Valle, assistant vice chancellor for enrollment management, said the
conversion is part of a nationwide trend
to stop the broad use of social security
numbers.
Valle said the new ID numbers are
also a part of the larger process of converting to a new student information
system, which should be implemented
in fall 2009. Valle said a Dawg Tag
would be issued for every SIUC student
who has attended in the past 17 years in
order to keep past records compatible
with the new system.
Valle said social security numbers
would still be used for financial aid and
payroll purposes. They would be somewhat invisible to areas such as the library,
Debit Dawg and so forth, Valle said,
and students would “never again” have
to place their social security numbers on
things like exams.
“(Dawg Tags) will only benefit
them,” Valle said. “It will help to make
their information more secure.”
Valle said new ID cards would be
distributed throughout summer and
early fall at no cost to students, faculty
or staff. All should have new ID cards
by October, but the Dawg Tag number
will not be fully implemented until
September 2009 when the new student
information system is completed.
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‘Grand Theft’ a good steal.
PAGE 8

Sound off your ‘best of’
Salukies at siuDE.com
SPORTS ONLINE
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Student death ruled as drowning

Division of Continuing
Education

The Individualized Learning Program is
offering extended testing hours (last available time to schedule is 5:30 p.m.) for
students on the following dates: today
until Friday. On Saturday, testing starts at
10 a.m. and last available time to schedule
is noon. To schedule a test, please call
536-7751.

SIU Amateur Radio
Club Meeting

• 7 p.m. today at Quatro’s
• Last meeting of the school year
• No admission, anyone interested in radio
is invited

The calendar is a free service for
community groups. We cannot
guarantee that all items will run.

Results of a toxicology report have confirmed former SIUC doctoral student Huaijun
Meng drowned.
The electrical and computer engineering student from China was found dead in a campus creek on the early morning of April 2. Early reports from the Jackson County coroner
suggested Meng drowned, but nothing could be finalized until toxicology results were
received.
Sgt. David Stewart of the SIUC police department said officials do not know how Meng
ended up in the creek since toxicology reports were all returned with no evidence of alcohol
or drugs in his system. There was about three feet of water in the creek when Meng was
found.
“There was no foreign materials or anything in his toxicology,” Stewart said. “Everything
was normal on it.”
Stewart said there was also no evidence to connect Meng’s death with a recent string of
homicides on college campuses. Those cases had signs present at the scene, Stewart said,
but no similar signs were found at the scene of Meng’s body.
Roughly 40 male college students have been found dead throughout the Midwest in
the past few years, according to the New York Daily News. Each death looked like an accidental drowning, but links such as smiley face graffiti at the scenes have suggested a series
of murders.
“There’s nothing that would link what happened here with that recent report that came
out,” Stewart said.

Madeleine Leroux can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 268 or mleroux@siu.edu.

Illinois Supreme Court denies media motion in
R. Kelly case

Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
(618) 536-3311, ext. 266.

CORRECTIONS
In the Friday edition of the DAILY EGYPTIAN,
the story “Benefit aims to save children”
should have stated that one in 250 people
worldwide are carriers of Tay-Sachs disease.
The DAILY EGYPTIAN regrets this error.
In the Monday edition of the DAILY
EGYPTIAN, the story “Israelis celebrate

country’s 60th birthday” should have said
roughly 250 people attended the event.
The DAILY EGYPTIAN regrets this error.
If you spot an error, please contact the
EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at
536-3311, ext. 253.

DAILY

C H I C AGO (AP) — The Illinois Supreme Court Monday denied an emergency motion
filed by news organizations seeking sealed court records and transcripts related to R.
Kelly’s pornography case.
The court made its ruling without comment. The 41-year-old R & B singer has pleaded
not guilty to charges that he videotaped himself having sex with an underage girl; his trial
is scheduled to start Friday.
The motion was filed last week by the Chicago Tribune, Chicago Sun-Times and The
Associated Press. A request by WBEZ-Chicago Public Radio to join the case was denied
by the court as moot.
The news organizations wanted the Supreme Court to order the Cook County Circuit
Court to unseal the records immediately, as well as lift a gag order on attorneys.
Judge Vincent Gaughan has said he’s trying to protect Kelly’s rights and prevent information from influencing prospective jurors.
Damon Dunn, an attorney for the news organizations, said he was disappointed in
the Supreme Court’s decision but could not speculate on its reasoning.
Attorneys for the media outlets will now focus on a Thursday hearing before Gaughan
concerning the sealed court records, Dunn said.
One of Kelly’s defense attorneys, Marc Martin, said he could not comment on the
court’s ruling because of the gag order. He said the Kelly team’s position was made clear
in a document filed Friday in response to arguments made by the media organizations.
In that document, Martin wrote that Kelly’s right to a fair trial is “paramount,” even if
that means restricting media exposure.
“The First Amendment right to access in the context of a criminal trial is not absolute,”
Martin wrote.

POLICE REPORTS
There are no suspects in the criminal damage to property at Morris Library’s construction site. The incident occurred at 5 p.m.
Friday.
There are no suspects in the criminal damage to a vehicle parked in the upper level
of Lot 80. The incident occurred between 1
a.m. and 10 a.m. Friday.
There are no suspects in the criminal damage to a light pole on the northwest side
of Bailey Hall. The incident occurred at 2:40

a.m. Saturday.
There are no suspects in the criminal damage done to a fire extinguisher in Schneider
Hall. The incident occurred at 10:27 p.m.
Saturday.

Trisha Lynne Barror, a 19-year-old SIUC
student from Pana, was arrested at
10:47 a.m. for not appearing on original
charges of criminal damage to property.
She posted $100 bail.

Alexander R. Densch-Glese, a 19-year-old
SIUC student from Big Rock, was arrested
at 10 a.m. Saturday at Smith Hall for not
appearing on original charge of criminal
damage to property. He posted $100
bail.

There are no suspects for the charges
of residential burglary from Mae Smith.
Police noted that no forcible entry was
used between the hours of 11:50 p.m.
Saturday and midnight Sunday.
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Photojournalism student to receive posthumous degree
Brother to accept
honorary diploma
Allison Petty
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Many who mourn Ryan Rendleman say they think of him as a teacher.
But Saturday, he will be remembered as a student.
Rendleman, a 22-year-old DAILY
EGYPTIAN
photojournalist from
Batavia, died from injuries sustained
in a car accident April 29. He was days
away from graduating with a bachelor’s
degree in photojournalism.
Nick Rendleman plans to accept
the diploma in his younger brother’s
place.
“Ryan — he’s not going to receive,
in person, that diploma. Certainly he’s
worthy of that certificate. He worked
very hard,” Nick Rendleman said.
“But I just keep thinking, he’s walking across the stage of Heaven and
he’s receiving the crown of life, you
know?”
Gary Kolb, interim dean of the
College of Mass Communication
and Media Arts, said he wrote a letter asking for the posthumous degree
Wednesday morning. University
officials were extremely cooperative
throughout the process, he said.
Kolb said he did not know Ryan
Rendleman personally, but was deeply
saddened by his death.
“It’s particularly tragic to see somebody who is very young die … and
somebody who is utterly blameless,”
Kolb said. “It always tugs at you. It’s
something you don’t forget.”
DAILY
EGYPTIAN
Faculty
Managing Editor Eric Fidler is scheduled to present the diploma. Fidler said
he felt honored and would struggle to
find the words to describe a young
man he liked “very, very much.”
Nick Rendleman said a group of
friends and family members plans to
travel down for the ceremony. While
the family is in Carbondale, he said,

E DYTA B ŁASZCZYK ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Family and friends gathered Saturday at West Batavia Cemetery for the graveside services for Ryan Rendleman, a photojournalism
student from Batavia. Moss Family Funeral Home representatives said the funeral procession was the longest they could recall.

‘‘I

they would honor Ryan Rendleman’s
last request.
Hours before he died, Ryan
Rendleman called his grandparents to say hello and chat, Nick
Rendleman said. During their conversation, Ryan Rendleman asked if
they would attend services at the Vine
Community Church with him the
morning after his graduation.
Nick Rendleman said although
Ryan Rendleman lived for a short
time, the impact of his life and death
would continue to influence those who

t’s particularly tragic to see somebody who is very young die … and somebody who is
utterly blameless. It always tugs at you. It’s something you don’t forget.

knew him.
He said he spent the past few
days trying get closure by contacting
the people with whom Ryan shared
his last cell phone conversations.
But more than this, Nick
Rendleman said he receives com-

— Gary Kolb
interim dean of the College of Mass Communication and Media Arts

fort from Ryan Rendleman’s journal
entries, which detail his dedicated
Christian faith.
“It’s just so striking to me that
really what he wanted more than
anything else is to know God,” Nick
Rendleman said. “Now he’s with

God. He’ll see him face-to-face.
He’s not going to struggle anymore.”
Allison Petty can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 259 or
allison.petty@siude.com.
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More than 10,000 feared dead in cyclone

‘‘T

DURHAM, N.C. (AP) — Dueling over
gas prices, Hillary Rodham Clinton and
Barack Obama strained for every last vote
Monday, the eve of the Indiana and North
Carolina primaries that are the biggest
prizes left in their epic Democratic nomination fight.
Her TV ads promoted her plan for a
summer-long gas-tax holiday and contended she was the candidate who “gets
it.” He said the plan was just another
Washington stunt.
A combined 187 delegates are at stake
in the two states, nearly half of the pledged
delegates left with eight primaries to go
before voting ends in a month.
Obama was the favorite in North
Carolina, but both candidates campaigned
vigorously there with polls showing
a tightening race since Clinton’s win in
Pennsylvania two weeks ago. Indiana was
considered a tighter race, with most polls
in the final days showing Clinton taking
the lead.

Voter rolls
booming nationwide,
far exceeding 2004,
according to survey

60 miles south of Yangon.
However, Foreign Minister Nyan
Win told Yangon-based diplomats
the death toll could rise to more than
10,000 in the region, which sits barely
above sea level, according to Asian
diplomats who attended the meeting.
Hundreds of thousands were
left homeless and without clean
drinking water,said Richard Horsey,
a spokesman in Bangkok for the
U.N. Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs.
The diplomats said they were
told Myanmar, also known as
Burma, welcomed international
humanitarian aid, including
urgently needed roofing materials,
medicine, water purifying tablets
and mosquito nets. The first 10ton shipment was scheduled to
arrive from Thailand on Tuesday.
The appeal for outside assistance
was unusual for Myanmar’s
ruling generals, who have long
been suspicious of international

organizations and closely controlled
their activities. Several agencies,
including the International Red
Cross and Doctors Without
Borders, have limited their presence
as a consequence.
Allowing any major influx of
foreigners could carry risks for
the military, injecting unwanted
outside influence and giving the
aid givers rather than the junta
credit for a recovery.
However,
keeping
out
international aid would focus
blame squarely on the military
should it fail to restore peoples’
livelihoods.
Although relief talks with the
government were still ongoing, the
U.N.’s Horsey said it appeared the
U.N. had the “green light” to send
in a team to assess the storm’s
damage as early as Tuesday, and
would pull out all the stops to send
in food, clean water, blankets and
plastic sheeting.

Two killed as troops fire into Somali riot
Mohamed Olad Hassan
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

M O G A D I S H U, Somalia —
Troops fired into tens of thousands
of rioting Somalis on Monday,
killing two people in the latest
eruption of violence over soaring
food prices around the world.
Wielding thick sticks and
hurling stones that smashed the
windshields of several cars and
buses, the rioters jammed the
narrow streets of the Somali capital,
screaming, “Down with those
suffocating us!”
In Mogadishu, protesters
including women and children
marched against the refusal of
traders to accept old 1,000-shilling
notes, blaming them and a growing
number of counterfeiters for rising
food costs.
Within an hour, a reporter for
The Associated Press watched their
ranks swell to tens of thousands,
and the riot spread to all 13 districts
of the capital. Some threw rocks at
shops and chaos erupted at the
capital’s main Bakara market.
Hundreds of shops and
restaurants in southern Mogadishu
closed for fear of looting. At least
four other people were wounded in
the violence, witnesses said.
The price of rice and other
staples has risen more than 40
percent since mid-2007, leading to
protests and riots in other nations,

including Haiti, Egypt, Cameroon
and Burkina Faso.
The Asian Development Bank
said Monday that a billion poor
people in Asia need food aid to
help cope with the skyrocketing
prices. And the president of Senegal
said the United Nations’ Food and
Agriculture Organization should
be dismantled, calling it a “money
pit” and blaming it for the food
crisis.
Soaring fuel prices, growing
demand from the burgeoning
middle classes in India and China
and poor weather have contributed
to a jump in food prices worldwide.
Africa has been particularly hardhit.
In Mogadishu, the price of corn
meal has more than doubled since
January. Rice has risen during the
same period from $26 to $47.50 for
a 110-pound sack.
The cost of food has also been
driven up by the plummeting
Somali shilling, which has lost
nearly half its value against the U.S.
dollar this year because of growing
insecurity and a market clogged
with millions of counterfeit notes.
The shilling has tumbled from
about 17,000 per U.S. dollar to
about 30,000.
“First we have been killed with
bullets, now they are killing us
with hunger,” said protester Halima
Omar Hassan, a porter who hefts
goods for people on her back. At

N    C       

Clinton and Obama
duel on soaring gas
prices

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

YA N G O N , Myanmar —
Myanmar’s government said Monday
more than 10,000 people were feared
killed in a cyclone that unleashed
12-foot tidal surges and high winds
that swept away bamboo homes in
low-lying coastal regions, cutting off
electricity and water in the country’s
largest city.
The ruling junta, an authoritarian
regime which cut the nation off from
the international community for
decades, appealed for foreign aid to
help in the recovery from Saturday’s
disaster, the country’s deadliest storm
on record.
The casualty count has been
rising quickly as authorities reach
hard-hit islands and villages in the
Irrawaddy delta, the country’s major
rice-producing region, which bore the
brunt of Cyclone Nargis’s 120-mileper hour winds.
Residents of Yangon, the former
capital of 6.5 million, said they
were angry the government failed
to adequately warn them of the
approaching storm and has so far done
little to alleviate their plight.
“The government misled people.
They could have warned us about the trees.”
If the numbers are accurate, the
severity of the coming cyclone so we
could be better prepared,” said Thin death toll would be the highest from
Thin, a grocery store owner.
a natural disaster in southeast Asia
Some in Yangon complained the since the tsunami of December
400,000-strong military
2004, which killed
229,866 people
was only clearing streets
where the ruling elite
he government as it devastated
resided, while leaving
coastlines
in
misled people. I n d o n e s i a ,
residents,
including
Buddhist monks, to cope
Thailand and other
They could have
on their own against the
parts of southeast
warned us about and south Asia.
huge tangles of uprooted
the wake of
trees.
the severity of the In
“There are some army
the tsunami, an
coming cyclone so extensive early
trucks out to clear the
roads, but most of the
system
we could be better warning
work was done with a
was established in
prepared.
dah (knife) by the people.
the Pacific region.
— Thin Thin
Some of these tree trunks
A Myanmar
grocery store owner state radio station
are 4-feet thick,”said Barry
Broman, a retired U.S.
said 3,939 people
State Department officer who was perished as high winds and huge
in Yangon when the cyclone struck. storm surges battered coastal areas,
“Thousands of trees were uprooted. with another 2,879 people reported
All the roads were blocked by the missing in a single delta town, Bogalay,

WIRE REPORTS

the riot Monday, witnesses said warned last week that half of
troops opened fire in at least two Somalia’s population of 7 million
areas of the capital, though most faces famine. It blamed an enduring
drought as well as soaring food
soldiers were firing into the air.
One man shot by the troops died prices.
In a statement late Sunday,
on the way to an operating room at
Senegal
President
the capital’s main
hospital, Dr. Dahir
Abdoulaye
Wade
Dhere said.
said he had long
t is saddening called for the U.N.’s
And Abdinur
Farah, a protester,
Food and Agriculture
that the very
said his uncle
Organization,
a
government
was hit when
separate U.N. agency, to
government troops
which is supposed be moved from Rome
opened fire and
to Africa, “near the ‘sick
to support him,
died before he could
ones’ it pretends to care
for.”
reach a hospital.
killed him.”
“He
was
But, “This time, I’m
— Abdinur Farah
just
peacefully
protester going further: It must
expressing
his
be eliminated,” he said.
feelings,” said Farah, who was
Wade suggested its assets
marching with his uncle, his be transferred to the U.N.
uncle’s two wives and his uncle’s six International Fund for Agricultural
children. “It is saddening that the Development, which he said was
very government which is supposed more efficient, and that that agency
set up headquarters in Africa “at
to support him, killed him.”
Somalia has been without a the heart of the problem.” The
functioning government since the FAO declined comment.
1991 overthrow of dictator Siad
Wade’s government in Senegal,
Barre.
in western Africa across the
Over the past year, thousands continent from Somalia, responded
of civilians have been killed and to protest marches by securing a deal
hundreds of thousands forced from with India that ensures Senegal’s
homes in fighting pitting Islamist needs of 600,000 tons of rice a year
insurgents against a U.N-sponsored are met for the next six years.
transitional government supported
In Burkina Faso, the government
by troops from neighboring eliminated duties and taxes on rice,
Ethiopia.
salt, milk and all products used to
The U.N. food security unit prepare food for children.

‘‘I

DURHAM, N.C. (AP) — Voter excitement, always up before a presidential election, is pushing registration through the
roof so far this year — with more than 3.5
million people rushing to join in the historic balloting, according to an Associated
Press survey that offers the first national
snapshot.
Figures are up for blacks, women and
young people. Rural and city. South and
North.
Overall, The AP found that nearly one
in 65 adult Americans signed up to vote in
just the first three months of the year. And
in the 21 states that were able to provide
comparable data, new registrations have
soared about 64 percent from the same
three months in the 2004 campaign.
Voters are flocking to the most open
election in half a century, inspired to support the first female president, the first
black or the oldest ever elected.

W        

Military’s top
commandor says wars’
demands limit elite
units’ global reach

WA S H I N G TO N (AP) — The wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan are making such
heavy use of the nation’s Green Berets
and other elite warriors that they cannot
fulfill their roles in other parts of the world,
the military’s top commando told The
Associated Press Monday.
“We’re going to fewer countries, staying for shorter periods of time, with smaller
numbers of people than historically we
have done,” Adm. Eric T. Olson said in his
first interview since becoming commander
of U.S. Special Operations Command last
July.
Olson, himself a combat veteran, saw
little chance that the demand for his special operations forces in Iraq will decline
anytime soon. Even as the overall American
force there shrinks — from about 158,000
now to about 140,000 by the end of July
— the number of special operations forces
in the war zone is likely to increase, he
said.

E

In ‘diary,’ Saddam
feared getting AIDS
or venereal diseases
from US prison guards

C A I R O, Egypt (AP) — Saddam
Hussein feared catching AIDS or other
diseases during his U.S.-supervised captivity, a leading Arab newspaper said
Monday in publishing excerpts of his
prison writings.
The London-based Al-Hayat said the
comments came in portions of Saddam’s
prison diaries that it obtained from U.S.
authorities. The U.S. military confirmed
some of the late Iraqi leader’s writings
had been released.
When Saddam found out his U.S. military guards were also using his laundry
line to dry clothes, he wrote that he
demanded they stop, according to the
excerpts.
“I explained to them that they are
young and they could have young people’s diseases,” Saddam wrote. “My main
concern was to not catch a venereal disease, an HIV disease, in this place.” He said
some soldiers ignored his request.

News
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Hall said tenants should educate
themselves about their lease before
they sign it by getting a copy of the
lease and taking it to someone who
understands the legal terms. Student
Legal Assistance is paid for by a $5 per
semester student fee and is available on
the third floor of the Student Center.
There is no additional charge for their
services.
One of the first things to do before
moving in is create a check-in checklist, which can be found in the Student
Legal Assistance brochure at http://
www.siu.edu/~sla/LL-T-book.pdf, on
pages 43 to 46.
Noeth, a senior from Collinsville
studying marketing, said documenting everything is important before
moving in.
“Take pictures of every little thing
or even take a video camera in there
and get everything,” Noeth said. “Get
the landlord there while they’re doing
it so they can sign, ‘Yes, this stuff is
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f there are any issues with the property before you
move in, make sure you note that and make sure you
have someone there to witness it … take pictures of
nicks on the wall … and then let the landlord know.

already damaged and no, the tenants
will not be charged for it.’”
Reid said photo documentation
is taken at Saint Germain Square
Apartments when the tenant’s initial
walk-through happens.
The photos and checklists are used
to make sure the residents don’t need
additional billing for problems occurring after their move-in, she said.
“If there was a fist hole in the door
that wasn’t there when you moved in,
then we’d rate that accordingly,” Reid
said.
It is important for the landlord to
make both walk-throughs with tenants. Otherwise, there is the possibility
the landlord may claim the pictures
have been altered.

— Rich Hall
lecturer in the finance department

Noeth said she did not take pictures or do a walk-through when she
moved in, as there were already some
of her roommates living there the year
before, so the house still contained
furniture and other items.
“If there are any issues with the
property before you move in, make
sure you note that and make sure you
have someone there to witness it …
take pictures of nicks on the wall …
and then let the landlord know,” Hall
said.
He said it is also important for tenants to let the property owner know
when they are leaving.
“(Property owners) may say, ‘Oh
just leave the keys on the table. We’ll
go from there.’ Don’t do it,” Hall said.
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“Go through (with them) and do
the checklist, and then hand them
the keys, date (the checklist) and get
someone to sign it.”
Leaving the keys without getting
the landlord’s signature leaves the tenant with no proof of when he left or
what condition the house or apartment was in, he said.
Hall said while the process for getting the security deposit back should
have started months or years ago, there
a still a few things tenants can do.
“At this point, since the majority of
students did not get any kind of precheck-in, the best thing they can do
is … get your place cleaned up as best
you can assuming that normal wear
and tear is OK and don’t leave those
keys,” Hall said. “Get something down
in writing. In the world of real estate,
verbal doesn’t count.”
By conducting themselves with
common sense and in a proper way,
Hall said, tenants could avoid the
mess, but warned if damage is done
to the property, the tenants will pay
for it.
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State law regulates some landlords
more strictly than others, especially
if they own large apartment complexes such as Lewis Park or Aspen
Court. Hall said those who rent for six
months or more with these apartment
complexes, which have more than 25
units, are entitled to interest on their
deposit.
Other landlords, such as Home
Rentals or Heartland Rentals, may
not face the same regulations because
they own individual houses or smaller
apartment complexes. These exemptions and state laws are included in the
Student Law Assistance brochure.
Without effort, security deposits
could be withheld from tenants, Hall
said.
“You have to be proactive, otherwise you’re ripe for being taken advantage of,” he said.
Lindsey Smith can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 255 or lgsmith@siu.edu.
Luke McCormick can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 254 or
lmccorm2@siu.edu.
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Saying goodbye
is almost never easy
SARAH LOHMAN
editor@siude.com

THE WEEKLY WENGER

Adjusting the compass
DANNY WENGER
dwenger@siu.edu

A week ago today, my friend
Ryan died.
I had never lost a friend before.
I wasn’t sure what to say or think.
I felt disoriented for days. I had to
go to class, work and fulfill other
duties, but it was like my ears
were ringing from an M-80 that
exploded too close to my head.
No matter how hard I
concentrated, the ring of pain
was still there. I could suppress it,
but in the quiet moments when
my guard went down it became
deafening.
Suddenly everything was
somehow connected to Ryan.
Like little shards of who he was
were embedded everywhere I
looked.
I wanted to dig my heels in
and push back against the flow of
time. Slow the Earth’s revolutions
with my shoulder. Such a great
friend had been tragically
snatched from this life. How
could everyone not stop and take
notice?
But my shoulders aren’t as
wide as Atlas’. The sun rose and
set. The moon arched across the
darkened night. The world kept
turning.
It was a rough week.
On a cloudless Sunday

morning a group of us, friends
strengthened through tragedy,
took a cross to the site of the
accident. We spoke, we laughed
and we salted the uncut grass with
free-flowing tears.
We marked the spot where
a great friend
finished the
story of his life,
and put another
chapter in our
own.
We moved
on.
I’ve
had several
professors in
my stint as a
college student.
Some have been good, and others
downright deplorable. I’ve stressed
over finals and class projects. I’ve
even gotten scholarships and
recognition for my academic
achievement.
But last week I learned the
most about life and myself.
College is the last stop before
we fight the dragon known as
reality. We take out loans we don’t
have to pay back yet and manage
to survive on prison-ration meals.
College is also the time we
orient ourselves to set our course
for life.
When I was a teenager, I was
an active Boy Scout. One of the
skills I learned was how to read
a map and set a course with a
compass.
Precision is important when

working with a compass. If you
miscalculate your course by a few
degrees it might not matter when
you first start hiking, but pretty
soon that degree or two you were
off — a few centimeters on the
compass face — can put you miles
from where you need
to be.
Ryan set his
course when he
was in college. He
changed his course
to be friendlier and
more open to people.
He decided to take
the path of working
in what he loved and
working hard to make
you laugh. He made
little adjustments that led to great
differences.
Unfortunately, he didn’t get
far down the path, but he gave
the rest of us a good landmark to
orient ourselves.
You didn’t have to know Ryan
to understand what I’m getting
at. We all have little things we
can change about how we treat
those around us. They aren’t giant
changes, just small things that can
make a difference.
If we make those changes
now, adjust our compass for a
new course, we can end up in an
entirely better place than where
we might be heading.
Just like Ryan.

Unfortunately
he didn’t get far
down the path,
but he gave the
rest of us a good
landmark to
orient ourselves.

This semester has been a
stressful one. Long hours and late
nights have consumed my life, but
I wouldn’t trade the experience I
gained.
I’ve thought a lot about what
I would write in my last column.
My intention was
always to address my
last column as Editor
in Chief to everyone
I love, because I
couldn’t have survived
this semester without
them.
Last week gave
me new perspective
on love and what’s
important.
Family, friends
and the people I love
have always been
most important in my heart, but
maybe not in my actions. When
my friend and colleague Ryan
Rendleman died in a car accident
last week at the age of 22,
homework and work and cleaning
my room paled in comparison
to hugging my friends and
coworkers.
Last week made me realize I
hadn’t been acting on what my
heart was telling me as much as I
should have been.
In some of Ryan’s homework
we found after the accident, he
wrote about how he wished he
reached out to people more. In
the past week I’ve heard countless
people say Ryan was the first
something – friend, person to
understand something or to reach
out to them.
At the risk of sounding
redundant, Ryan was one of the
first people I met at the DAILY
EGYPTIAN. I’m sorry to say I didn’t
really get to know him until we
both joined the campus desk a
semester later.
That semester Ryan had a
mission — a mission to “get to

know” everyone on the desk.
He would ask random questions
about our family, classes, past
—anything was fair game. He
asked me what my middle name
was at least once a week because
he could never remember.
Ryan was an inspiration to
us all and I’ve made it my new
mission to “get to know” everyone
better and take more time for the
people I already know.
I’m going to try to have more
conversations with
my friends in the
newsroom about
things that have
nothing to do with
the newspaper.
I’m going to plan
more trips home to
see my family and
give my boyfriend
Paul all the time and
attention he deserved
this semester.
I couldn’t have
survived without you,
Paul.
I’m also going to try to reach
out to new people in my classes,
at parties and even out at the bar.
Reaching out to people is a
scary mission for me to undertake.
I definitely would have described
myself as a shy person until about
a year ago when I realized life
just didn’t leave time to waste on
being shy.
I remember one conversation
Ryan and I had about a class I’ll
be taking in the fall, one he was
in this semester. He told me how
hard it was going to be, but then
told me that I would learn a lot
and needed to do it.
Ryan would always tell you
how hard something was and then
tell you that you needed to do it
anyway.
In true testament to Ryan, and
as hard as it is, I’m going to let
him go. I know he’ll always be
with me, and I will do my best to
reach out to those around me.
Ryan, you will truly be missed.

Ryan would
always tell
you how hard
something
was and then
tell you that
you needed to
do it anyway.

Lohman is a junior
studying journalism.

Wenger is a senior studying
journalism and Spanish.

MISSION STATEMENT
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper of Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted source of news, information, commentary
and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.

QUOTE OF THE DAY

Obama to be the next president of our country.
“ I wantAsBarack
an official celebrity, I know my endorsement has
just made up your mind for you.
”

Tom Hanks
actor
endorsing the Democratic presidential hopeful in a video posted on the Internet
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SIU Foundation expects to meet fund raising deadline
Chief fund-raiser says major Saluki Way
contributions to be announced soon
Joe Crawford
DAILY EGYPTIAN

SIUC’s chief fund-raiser said
Monday he is confident the university’s first comprehensive fund-raising
campaign will reach its $100 million
goal next month.
More than $92 million had been
raised at the end of March and the
university is on track to raise the
remaining $8 million by the June
30 deadline, said Rickey McCurry,
the vice president for institutional
advancement. The campaign, titled
Opportunity Through Excellence,
had pulled in roughly $72 million
about a year ago.
The total goal for the campaign
is $106.22 million, but McCurry
said the June deadline was set for
the initial $100 million goal. The
campaign seeks donations for academic programs, facilities, scholarships, fellowships and faculty support. Roughly half the money raised
has been marked for academic programs, McCurry said.
“The academic programs piece

been raised for the project.
“The more money that we can
raise before that time in fund raising
will help,” Moccia said.
has been a surprise to me in terms
Tina Galik, assistant vice presiof the amount of support that we’ve dent for financial and administrative
affairs, said the university would sell
gotten there,” he said.
McCurry said roughly $3 million bonds next spring to pay the initial
of the money raised is for Saluki Way, bills on the construction. Typically
the planned
the
university
massive overdoes not begin
haul of camt’s kind of like the chicken major projects
before it officialpus, and he
and the egg. You don’t
said he expects
ly takes out the
loans to pay for
to
make
want to break ground
them, she said.
announceuntil you have a significant
ments about
Moccia has
large contrisaid
in previportion of the funds, but
butions to the
ous interviews
the donors want to see
construction
project in the
next few weeks.
on
Saluki Way
some movement before
The first phase
would begin this
they invest in something.
fall, but he said
of the $83 mil— Mario Moccia last week major
lion project is
athletic director work would not
to be paid for
with a combibegin until the
nation of student fees, private dona- spring semester of 2009. Some work
tions and a $20 million donation related to moving the tennis courts
and recreation fields to make way
from the city of Carbondale.
Athletic Director Mario Moccia for the new football stadium will
said construction on the first phase of begin this summer, he said.
Saluki Way would begin next spring,
Moccia said he is hopeful the
regardless of how much money had beginning of construction will bring
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in more private donations for the
project.
“It’s kind of like the chicken and
the egg,” he said. “You don’t want to
break ground until you have a significant portion of the funds, but the
donors want to see some movement
before they invest in something.”
Previous to the completion of the project’s initial draw-

ings in November, Moccia
and McCurry said those preliminary plans would also boost
fund raising for Saluki Way. Roughly
$2 million has been raised for the
project in the six months since the
drawings were revealed.
Joe Crawford can be reached at 536-3311
ext. 254 or jcrawford@siude.com.

Construction of new armory to begin next year
Funding search for Regional Emergency Response Center continues
Barton Lorimor
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Construction on a new National Guard
armory at Southern Illinois Airport may not
begin until next spring instead of this fall.
Gary Shafer, the airport’s manager, said
in an interview earlier this month that construction of a new $12 million armory on
the east side of the airfield could begin this
fall. But architects designing the complex
said ground would not be broken until the
funds are released from the federal government. Burns & McDonnell of O’Fallon, is
the design and construction firm for the
project.
The earliest the money for the project
could be released is the start of federal fiscal
year 2009 — Oct. 1 — said Terry Anderson,
the military representative for the project.
But Amy Kruse, one of the architects, said
the federal government would not release
the funds until March 2009.
The armory would combine National
Guard units in Carbondale, Marion and
Cairo, Anderson said. The project is part

of the federal plan to merge military units
proposed in 2004. Though it would be on
airport grounds, no military aircraft will be
stationed at the base, Anderson said.
The project includes construction of the
armory building, hangars for equipment
and a tarmac surface that would branch off
an existing taxiway to provide access to the
site.
Plans for the armory have inspired
airport and regional emergency services to
draft their own ideas for an adjacent $2.2
million facility. Shafer said the Regional
Emergency Response Center would be a
center for those services to operate from if
a natural disaster were to affect southern
Illinois.
Woody Thorne, director of Southern
Illinois Healthcare, said hospitals within
the area already have a hangar at the airport
where they can treat patients if something
rendered the regular facilities useless. The
“last resort” hangar can shelter nearly 300
patients, he said.
If the response center is constructed, that
hangar would become available for aircraft

owned by the SIU School of Aviation, which
is based at the airport, Shafer said.
Derek Misener, coordinator of Jackson
County Emergency Management Agency,
said he hopes to operate a 24-hour response
center inside if funding for the project
is located. Misener said the center would
be ready to dispatch at a moments notice
while training emergency responders in the
meantime.
Other organizations that expressed
interest in operating from the center
include the county ambulance service, the
county coroner, John A. Logan Community
College, Illinois State Police and the U.S.
Veterans Administration.
Barton Lorimor can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 274 or barton.lorimor@siude.com.

For a full interactive view of the proposed armory visit:

siuDE.com

Iran calls off more security talks with U.S. about Iraq
Patrick Quinn
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAG H DA D — Iran called
off further Iraq security talks with
Washington until U.S. forces stop
their crackdown on Shiite militias, but
the military brought more air power
into the fight Monday and escalated
its accusations of Iranian backing for
extremists.
The latest flare-up has put Iraq’s
government in a bind as it seeks to
stamp out armed Shiite gangs but
worries about angering Shiite heavyweight Iran, which has close ties to the
core of Iraq’s political leadership.
Washington has long accused Iran
of arming and training some Shiite
militia factions. The accusations were
sharpened Monday as the military said
detainees described being trained at
bases outside Tehran by militants
from Hezbollah, an Iranian-aided
faction based in Lebanon.

Iraq’s Shiite-led government said
battles against militias would continue even if Iran pulled out of the
security talks. Three rounds have
been held at the ambassador level
since May and marked rare direct
diplomatic contact between the two
nations, which have had no formal relations since shortly after Iran’s
1979 Islamic Revolution.
There are also worries that Sunni
extremists are regrouping. Attacks
blamed on al-Qaida in Iraq have
claimed dozens of lives in recent
days, including an attack Monday
that killed at least 10 Iraqi soldiers
and wounded 13 at a checkpoint
in Diyala province northeast of
Baghdad, the U.S. military said.
In Tehran, Iran’s Foreign Ministry
spokesman Mohammad Ali Hosseini
said talks could not be held under
current conditions.
“What we are witnessing is open
and extensive bombing of the Iraqi

�

nation, while the main goal of talks so-called “special groups” with suswith the American side would have pected ties to Iran.
been security and peace in Iraq,”
On Monday, the U.S. Air Force
Hosseini said. “It is a matter of unleashed one of its most potent
doubt that the U.S. is pursuing a weapons, the AC-130 gunship,
solution for the crisis, which was against Shiite extremists in Baghdad.
The U.S. military said it killed at
caused by them.”
In Baghdad’s Sadr City, a Shiite least nine militants in clashes since
slum where 2.5
Sunday.
The turbomillion people live,
U.S. and Iraqi forct is a matter of doubt prop AC-130 —
es have been under
a variant of the
that the U.S. is pursuing C-130 Hercules
sustained attacks
plane
by militias includa solution for the crisis, transport
ing members of the
— can be outfitwhich was caused by
powerful Mahdi
ted with Gatling
Army led by antiguns and howitthem.
American cleric
zers.
— Mohammad Ali Hosseini
Muqtada al-Sadr.
Many of the
Iran’s foreign ministry spokesman
recent attacks
Hundreds of
people have been killed in Baghdad against U.S. forces have been
and the southern city of Basra since blamed on an armor-piercing bomb
late March when Iraq’s prime min- — known as an explosively formed
ister, Nouri al-Maliki, launched an penetrator, or EFP — which the
offensive against Shiite militias and Pentagon claims is partially manu-
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factured in Iran. Iraq has said it will
set up a committee to investigate
U.S. allegations of Iranian involvement, but has sought to keep a balance between the two countries.
A five-member Iraqi delegation
went to Tehran last week to discuss
the U.S. allegations. Their meetings
included Gen. Ghassem Soleimani,
commander of the Quds Force wing
of the Revolutionary Guard.
Details of the talks have not
been released, but Hosseini said in
Iran that “Tehran has always said
that it supports the Iraqi government and legal action against illegal
armed groups who commit crimes
there.”
In Baghdad, the U.S. military
said Iraqi Shiite extremists are
being trained by members of the
Lebanese militant group Hezbollah
at camps near Tehran operated by
the Quds Force. Al-Quds is the
Arabic name for Jerusalem.
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Gloria Bode says there’s more
Pulse fun on pages 9 and 10.
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A ‘Grand’ game
of the game for yourself in real life.
Maps are easier to read, so the aimless driving days of
yester-“GTA”
have gone out the window. Also, the police
‘Grand Theft Auto IV’
wanted system has been amped up to six stars and in order
Platforms: Xbox 360, Playstation 3
to lose the cops, you have to direct Niko out of the wanted
Publisher: Rockstar Games
Developer: Rockstar North
circle — which, when they unleash a swat team on you, gets
ESRB rating: M
exceptionally hard to do. There’s almost a need to conduct
Release date: April 29
the missions in the quietest way possible and try to keep
No video games raise quite as much ire from anti-vio- the wanted stars as low as you possibly can if you want to
lent gaming groups and passion from fans like those from be successful.
the “Grand Theft Auto” franchise.
Or you could just unleash a hail of bullets if you really
The latest installment from the franchise, “Grand Theft feel like it. That’s the beauty of “GTA” — it’s really a freeAuto IV,” which takes place in the fictional Liberty City, for-all and is what players want it to be. If you want to
is no different from the last rather graphic
shoot a hot dog vendor and go explore
crime-based games as far as content goes,
without a mission, go for it. Just know
but its detailed and exacting game play
that because so many buildings are
5 of 5 stars
make this a perfect game. And of course, the
so detailed, there are few places
controversy is still around, so parents looking for a young- you can go and explore when you are outside of
ster-friendly game might want to steer themselves toward a mission.
the Wii console and leave “GTA” to the big boys and girls.
Oh, and for better killing techniques, you
The game is based around Niko Belic, an Eastern get to target people. Just remember, it’s only a
European immigrant new to the states, who finds the video game.
The game itself is long and can last anyAmerican dream isn’t something that just falls from trees.
Niko is sucked into the criminal underworld to make a where from 25 to 45 hours, which is wonderliving, giving the game its common mission-based play that ful to be able to play such an expansive game
has become a staple in the “GTA” franchise.
that never waivers in quality.
There’s no doubt “Grand Theft Auto
But the game’s mastery is truly in the details, with each
area in Liberty City carefully planned through wonderful IV” is one of the best games out on the
artistry, from storefronts to posters, car details and traffic market. So be sure to tell your loved ones
lights. Niko is armed with a cell phone ready to contact how much you care for them, and prepare
anyone at the dial of a number and organize events, and to sink into the criminal underground for
other elements of the modern world are prevalent, with a long, long time.
access to the Internet, radio and television. The excellence
in the design of Liberty City makes it feel like you could go
Alicia Wade can be reached at
to the airport and buy a ticket there and see every element
536-3311 ext. 275 or awade@siude.com.

Alicia Wade
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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TV Tuesdays: VH1’s
search for a female MC
Alicia Wade
DAILY EGYPTIAN

‘Ego Trip’s Miss Rap Supreme’
VH1
New episodes air 9 p.m. Mondays
on VH1

VH1 has given viewers a tiny
peephole into the world of hip-hop
and the life of a female MC with its
reality competition “Ego Trip’s Miss
Rap Supreme.”
A year ago, Ego Trip gathered
a group of white rappers and made
them battle it out with their verses to
find the best up-and-coming white
rapper around. This time the focus
is on the dying breed of female rappers with competitions pitting them
against each other and allowing them
to rhyme about female empowerment
and their lives.
Hosted by MC Serch and Yo-Yo,
the show is certainly not just for hiphop and rap fans. There’s plenty of
drama between the 10 women in the
competition because they live together
in a house while playing the game.
Sniping comments and insults are no
rarity, and should have drama hounds
salivating at the prospect.
But there’s a thin line between
the right amount of drama to make
people seem real and too much drama
between the contestants, which just
makes them look like a bunch of,
well, you know the word. “Miss Rap
Supreme” could benefit from a bit
more focus on the female MCs and
their struggles without showing them
wanting to rip each other’s hair out in
the house.
But at the heart of the drama is the
great idea of showcasing MCs and letting their rhymes be heard on national

television. Hearing a 16-bar song with
no backing tracks or polish allows the
sheer emotion, cleverness of the rhyme
and talent of the participant to shine.
The contestants are given challenges, whether it is going out in teams
and rapping on the street to garner
fans or track suit fashion shows. At the
end of the day the three weakest MCs
are picked out of the bunch. Those
three are told to write a 16-bar lyric to
a topic and they have to perform it in
front of their competitors and judges

PROVIDED P HOTO

MC Serch and Yo-Yo.
Sometimes they stutter, sometimes
they forget and sometimes they dazzle
even the least-interested home viewer
with their skills.
“Ego Trip’s Miss Rap Supreme” is
certainly a trip for those who enjoy the
genre and those who just want some
drama. And appreciating good music
never gave anyone a bad trip.
Alicia Wade can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 275 or awade@siude.com.
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In gearing up for the release of his new album, Clay Aiken had an
epiphany: He is not cool. “I’m not cool, you know what I mean? I’m not
gonna lie,” Aiken said. “I’m not gonna bring anybody’s sexy back.” Do you
agree with the crooner’s revelation?

Audra Ord

Clay, I’m glad you came to this
realization yourself so nobody else had to
break it to you. But unfortunately, since
you’re not Joe Cool, you’ll probably always
be Mr. Solitaire. You have my sympathy.

Alicia Wade

Wait, male makeovers, nerdy pop
singers and losing “American Idol” aren’t
cool? WHAT HAVE I BEEN DOING WITH
MY LIFE? Please Clay, we didn’t need
this spelled out for us. We all know your
coolness factor. Just be happy that you
have a great voice.

Sean McGahan

The first step to being cool is not
admitting you’re cool. James Dean didn’t
waltz around saying, “I’m bringing sexy
back.” You have my vote Clay.
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by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

By Linda C. Black
by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

Today’s Birthday — First, concentrate
on your studies. Then put new skills to
good use and make a lot of money. Don’t
be stopped by naysayers or spend on foolish schemes. That would be unlike you,
anyway. Be practical and win.
To get the advantage, check the day’s
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today
is a 7 — The more you study, the more
your old worries will dissolve. Education
is one way to arm yourself from hidden
danger. Pick a topic you like and become
an expert.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today
is an 8 — Don’t brag about the great
deals you’re finding. No need to make your
friends jealous. Do let your boss know,
however. You could be asked to manage
more money.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today is
a 6 — Conditions are improving, but it may
seem to take forever. A purchase made
now could turn out to be the deal of the
century. Yes, you may go shopping, if you
keep your wits about you.

THE Daily Crossword Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
ACROSS
1 Work hard
7 Big bike,
colloquially
11 Orch. section
14 Pencil end
15 Banned spray
16 Ms. Zadora
17 Hit by the
Doors
19 Stock-market
abbr.
20 Kind of rubber
21 Minute
amount
22 Hit the tub
24 Indigenous
Japanese
26 Base thief
28 “__ Proposal”
32 Morales of “La
Bamba”
33 Bay on the
English Channel
34 Trot or canter
36 Puts on years
39 Compass dir.
40 Apparition
43 Monarch’s
letters
44 Cry of dismay
46 Indy-winner
Luyendyk
47 Better
49 Doe’s baby
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Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is
an 8 — You have the support of the people who mean the most to you. You also
have the support of folks you don’t even
know. The admiration is well deserved.
You’re lookin’good.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a
6 — Let people know what’s bothering
you, and you can get some help. You keep
the money coming in while the others do
the clean-up.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today is
an 8 — Expanding your influence is creating new difficulties. This is not unexpected,
but it can sure be irritating. Be patient.
Projects begun now will eventually end
well.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today is
a 5 — There’s something very comforting
about having enough. It helps your selfconfidence, too, which helps your career.
Take care of business and business will take
care of you.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today
is an 8 — Review the numbers so you
all know how much you can afford. You
might have to change the list slightly, but
keep your objective in mind. Find a less
expensive way.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) —
Today is a 6 — Use your brains as well as
your brawn to complete your assignment.
Get an assistant if you need one. How you
do it is up you. What’s important is that it
gets done.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — Today
is a 9 — You and a co-worker need to have
a talk. You can revise your procedures and
increase your profits. Start by simplifying
the paperwork and the record keeping.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today
is a 6 — You could grow accustomed to
living in the lap of luxury. There’s no need
to feel the slightest guilt about what you’ve
achieved. Enjoy it to the max.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today
is a 7 — Reassure a person you care about
with calm and certainty. Your assurance
that everything will work out helps to make
that happen. You have hidden powers.

(c) 2008, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

51 Lionel product
53 Attempt to
replicate
56 “...__ right
with the world”
57 New Indian
city?
58 “Do __
others...”
60 Small
salamander

64 Unkindly
65 Monitor
display
68 U.K. honor
69 Muffled sound
70 On one’s back
71 Small bit
72 Meeting of
Cong.
73 Beginnings

10 Diving birds
11 Strong beams
12 Ten-percent
donation
13 Daytona entry
18 Less mature
23 Perfect report
card
25 Frosts
27 Beret filler
28 __ facto
29 Snack
30 Like some
pillows
31 Unspoken
35 Say again
37 “Das Lied von
der __”
38 Report
41 Huff and puff
42 Stir up

DOWN
1 Part of SASE
2 Small combo
3 Hindu music
4 Son of
Abraham
5 Ex-G.I.
6 Royalty fur
7 Knife handle
8 False name
9 Armed conflict

45 Solemn vow
48 Clicks open
50 Middle
sections
52 “The Tempest”
king
53 Dunce
54 Crisp toast
55 Greek god of
the east wind
59 Beatty and
Buntline
61 Actress Arden,
casually
62 Left
63 Very: Fr.
66 Ernesto
Guevara
67 Word before
17A, 65A, 11D
and 30D

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Mike Argirion and Jeff Knurek

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

AMELY
©2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

BIBAR
LOUBED
www.jumble.com

RICHEP
A:

By The Mepham Group
2

3

Yesterday’s

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution to Monday’s puzzle

”

THE

Answers
Below
(Answers tomorrow)
POKED
FETISH
MARTYR
Jumbles: LEAVE
Answer: She dumped her boyfriend because she
wanted a future and he — HAD A PAST

RABBI
DOUBLE
CIPHER
Jumbles: MEALY
Answer: What the warden did when the crooked
barber escaped — “COMBED” THE AREA

Level: 1

“

Today’s
Yesterday’s
answers

Sudoku

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

Solution to Tuesday’s puzzle

5/6/08

Answers to today’s puzzles

© 2008 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
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Haas said a No. 3 seed in the
tournament is a good spot for
the team, especially after a season where the Salukis will likely
need a conference championship
to receive a bid in the NCAA
Tournament.
“With the way we were kind
of playing early in the season, we
could have totally tanked and we
could not be in the tournament,”
Haas said.
The tournament kicks off
at noon Thursday with No. 5
Wichita State and No. 8 Indiana
State squaring off in game one
and No. 6 Evansville and No. 7
Missouri State facing off in game
two.
Drake will play the winner
of game one at 4 p.m. and the
Salukis will play the winner of
game two at 6:30 p.m.
Tournament play will conclude
Saturday with the championship
game set for 1:30 p.m.
Megan Kramper can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 256 or
megkramp@siu.edu.
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coach Walker dropped this bit of
knowledge.
“We are what we are and that’s
all we can be, except we want to
strive to be better.”

Best game

JE: The women’s basketball
72-69 victory over Illinois State
March 6. The Salukis were near
the cellar of the conference at
the time and snapped a five-game
losing streak by beating the eventual conference champions on the
road. It was one of the few shining
moments for a team that struggled
to find the magic of the 2006-07
season.
MH: SIU football’s 34-31
win against Northern Illinois was
incredible. The comeback was
great, especially given the circumstances of being down 10 points
with just more than one minute to
play in the game. Senior defensive
tackle Larry Luster’s interception
return for a touchdown was funny
to watch as well.
MK: Creighton on ESPN
College Game Day. Not only was
Saluki nation seen live on ESPN’s
top college basketball show, the
Salukis gave us an awesome 48-44
victory over our biggest rival. Even
analysts Hubert Davis and Digger
Phelps were impressed with the
Dawg Pound and called it one of
the best in the nation.
LM: The SIU football team’s
34-27 victory in the quarterfinals
of the NCAA Division 1 Football
Championship was one of the
team’s many highlights. Future
Chicago Bears quarterback Nick
Hill threw for 216 yards and three
touchdowns, sending the Salukis
to their first semi-final game since
1983.

Best play

JE: Senior guard Tyrone Green
stealing and dunking on Arizona
State. Less than a minute into
the game, Green took his ball
back from the Sun Devils and
threw down a ferocious dunk.
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Saluki fans fill the SIU Arena Jan. 26 for ESPN’s College GameDay broadcast. Fans watched as Hubert
Davis, left, and Digger Phelps picked the Salukis to win the game.
Unfortunately, the Salukis lost, but
Green provided plenty of tenacious “D” and passion for the game
throughout the season.
MH: Craig Turner’s punt return
for a touchdown against Delaware
in the Football Championship
Subdivision semifinal game. I
remember the stupid ESPN
announcer thinking that he was
out-of-bounds and then he took it
to the barn.
MK: When SIU men’s basketball met up with Northern Iowa
at home Feb. 20, the Salukis might
have found their newest recruit.
Saluki fan Jordan, who wasn’t an
inch above four feet tall, sank a
bank shot, free throw and 3-pointer
in three shots in Giant City Lodge’s
“Let’s Make a Deal” contest. Fans
erupted as Jordan sank his shots
with nine seconds left on the clock,
a feat that most college students
can’t even do in 30 seconds. It
was pretty neat to see one of SIU’s
smallest fans walk away with the

biggest grin on his face and $100
in cash.
LM: Oft-injured sophomore
swingman Christian Cornelius
showed what he was capable of
doing if healthy in his 17 minutes
against Oklahoma State. Cornelius
followed a Wesley Clemmons
missed jump shot with a thunderous tip-dunk to extend the Salukis’
lead to 14-10. SIU defeated the
Cowboys 69-53.

Biggest achievement

JE: Chris Lowery and his staff
signing the “Fab Four.” The class
of Kevin Dillard, Anthony Booker,
Torres Roundtree and Ryan Hare
is one of the most decorated in
SIU history and could take the
Salukis dancing all the way to a
championship. There is no limit to
how good these four can be in the
coming seasons.
MH: Quarterback Nick Hill
jumping from SIU starting quarterback to third on the Chicago

Bears depth chart in a matter
of months is by far the biggest
achievement. It couldn’t have happened to a nicer guy and given
the circumstances of the beleaguered Bears quarterbacks, Nick
Hill could be in line for a handful
of starts this season.
MK: SIU softball senior
Krystal Stein being named Top 25
Most Distinguished Seniors and
the women’s enhancements post
graduate scholarship for careers
in athletics by the NCAA. Stein
was also named the 2007-2008
Valedictorian for the College of
Liberal Arts where she will receive
a degree in public relations and
graduate with a 4.0 GPA.
LM: The men’s tennis team’s
victory against Illinois State in the
first round of the Missouri Valley
Conference Tournament was its
first since 2003. Freshman Mariano
Restrepo defeated the Valley’s
top newcomer, Drake’s Mauricio
Ballivian.
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Chicago Bear running back Cedric Benson was subdued with pepper spray by
Texas police after allegedly resisting arrest and operating a boat under the influence.
Benson denied he was drunk and said the police sprayed him for no reason. Do you
think Benson is telling the truth?

JEFF
ENGELHARDT
jengel
@siu.edu

“His friends obviously weren’t providing good blocking from the police either.
It’s not his fault his blockers stink.”

MEGAN KRAMPER
megkramp
@siu.edu

S ALUKI TRACKER

Nick Hill

“I don’t know who is telling the truth
and who isn’t. The only thing I could think
of when reading this story is, ‘Was pepper
spray necessary?’ I have watched Benson
play football. It shouldn’t take pepper spray
to take him down. All you have to do is run
at him and he will fall to the ground.”

MATT HARTWIG
mhartwig
@siu.edu

“I didn’t know you could get arrested
for a BUI, but Bears players are no strangers to police in recent months. I think
the police might have overdone it, but I
think if he was resistant they didn’t have
a choice.”

Former Saluki quarterback
Nick Hill has impressed
Chicago Bears offensive
coordinator Ron Turner
after completing a series
of passes in bad weather
Monday. Turner said Hill
looked smooth and clearly
studied the playbook. Hill is
competing for the Bears’ third
QB position.

Do you have questions for the Saluki
Insider that you want answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com

BASEBALL

Salukis look to make move
Matt Hartwig
DAILY EGYPTIAN

With seven games left in the
regular season, the SIU baseball team
has plenty of work to do before
the Missouri Valley Conference
Tournament begins May 21.
The Salukis (26-20, 7-11 MVC)
got in the win column with a 5-4
escape against Creighton Sunday but
were unable to win the series with six
games left in conference play. While
first place Wichita State (36-11, 144) is out of reach, a 5-1 finish the rest
of the way could place SIU as high as
fourth in the MVC.
SIU will have the week off before
taking on the final two MVC foes
sandwiched between a game matchup with Saint Louis Tuesday.
The Salukis will travel to Illinois
State (21-24, 5-13) Friday after having an entire week off. Freshman
center fielder Chris Murphy said the
week should provide physical and
mental relaxation despite having to
take final exams.
“I know that some of us are tired
and finals are coming up, so we’re just
going to work on the little things this
week in practice,” Murphy said.
The Redbirds have struggled all
season but took two of three games
from Bradley this past weekend.
Illinois State features solid pitching at the front end of its rotation, as
Ryan Copeland and Tyler Cox both
have an ERA under 4.00.
Copeland is 4-5 with a team-high
62 strikeouts while Cox is 4-3 with
53 strikeouts.
The Redbirds’ weak point is a
bullpen that features seven of 10
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Saluki pitcher Jimmy Cornell looks at Crieghton second baseman
Vicente Cafaro before pitching the ball during the Salukis’ 5-4 win
at Abe Martin Field Sunday afternoon. The Salukis have seven more
games before the Missouri Valley Conference Tournament May 21.
pitchers with an ERA above 7.00.
SIU coach Dan Callahan said he
doesn’t want the pressure to get to
his team.
“This isn’t life or death. We would
like a win, we might need a win
but we try not to place that kind
of life and death importance on it,”
Callahan said. “I thought we played
relaxed (Sunday) and I thought we
did a job of coming back.”
After a three-game set with
Illinois State and a midweek stop
in Sauget, Mo., the Salukis conclude
the regular season at home with a
three-game series against Evansville
May 15.

The Purple Aces (13-35, 3-15)
are in last place in the MVC but took
three of four from Chicago State
during the weekend.
Evansville doesn’t have anyone
in the rotation with an ERA under
4.30. There are no bullpen regulars
with an ERA under 4.87 either.
SIU will travel to Wichita, Kan.,
to play in the MVC Tournament
May 21 with a chance to earn the
automatic bid into the NCAA
Tournament.
Matt Hartwig can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 282 or
mhartwig@siu.edu.
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INSIDER, page 15: Would Benson win on
‘The Moment of Truth’?
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T
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Salukis fight for NCAA bid at home AWARD
SIU hasn’t won
MVC championship
GOES TO ...
SOFTBALL

since 1991

Megan Kramper
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The SIU softball team will try
to accomplish a feat no team in
the Missouri Valley Conference has
done: win a championship while
hosting the conference tournament.
After wrapping up regular season
Sunday, the Salukis return home to
host the Missouri Valley Conference
Tournament beginning Thursday.
The last time the Salukis took home
the tournament championship was
in 1991.
This season marks the second
time in four years SIU will be the
host team and is its third time overall.
But the Salukis will have their work
cut out for them as no host team has

won a title in the 25-year history of
championship play.
Also at stake for SIU is a sixthconsecutive NCAA Tournament
appearance, which will likely only
be gained with MVC Tournament
championship.
The Salukis (30-23, 15-8) will
be the No. 3 seed behind regularseason champion Creighton and
No. 2 Illinois State, but coach Kerri
Blaylock isn’t disappointed, especially
after early season injuries set the
team back.
“After everything we’ve been
through, I told the kids that they
really persevered and to finish third
that was really a good job on their
part,” Blaylock said.
In preseason polls, the Salukis
were picked to finish third behind
Creighton and Wichita State.
SIU is led by senior first baseman Lauren Haas, who is coming
off an 8-for-10 weekend performance where she extended her hit

Jeff Engelhardt
DAILY EGYPTIAN

With the school year coming to
a close, the D E sports
staff reflected on some of the best
Saluki moments this year.

Biggest improvement
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Coach Kerri Blaylock talks with junior pitcher Katie McNamara
during the April 20 doubleheader against Creighton. The softball
team will host the Missouri Valley Conference tournament starting
Thursday.
streak to a career-best nine games home runs on the season.
and improved her batting average
to .396 with 13 doubles and seven See BID, Page 14

TRACK & FIELD

SIU on track championship trek
Luis C. Medina
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Coach Connie Price-Smith said
the SIU track and field team has a
hunger that only a championship
can quench.
The Salukis host the Missouri
Valley Conference Outdoor
Championships beginning May 16
and look to improve on their second
place finish at the MVC Indoor
Championships. Northern Iowa,
which hosted the indoor championships in March, held off SIU
to collect the men’s and women’s
championships.
Price-Smith expects the competition to be strong as the team aims
to duplicate its indoor success and
finish on top.
“We’ve got a really strong conference, we really can’t wait for it to get
here,” Price-Smith said. “We’ll have
a strong team as long as everyone’s
healthy and ready to go.”
The Saluki men finished fourth
and women finished sixth at the
2007 outdoor championships,
which were held in Des Moines,
Iowa. Returning from that team
are title-winning senior throwers
Brenton Siemons and Brittany
Riley, sophomore distance runner
Jeff Schirmer and junior jumper
Bianca Stuart.
SIU owns seven of the Valley’s
top event finishes and will send four
MVC Athlete of the Week award
winners in hopes of claiming the
outdoor crown.
Sprinters Brandon Deloney and
Andrea Norris won the award in
back-to-back weeks. Deloney, who
holds the conference’s top finish
in the 200-meter dash, was the
Valley’s first runner to qualify for
the NCAA Regionals after winning
the event April 5 at the SEmotion
Relays. Norris holds the MVC’s
second best finish in the women’s
100-meter dash, crossing the finish
line in 11.82 seconds at the Ole
Miss Invitational April 12.
Stuart, who won the long jump
at the 2007 outdoor championships,
holds the conference’s top mark

Jeff Engelhardt: Sophomore
tennis player Martina Vianna Ce
showed the biggest improvement
this year. Ce went 8-13 a year ago but
this season she turned it around and
went 14-4. The 39 percent increase
in winning percentage could mean
conference championships in the
coming years.
Matt Hartwig: In 2007, Saluki
outfielder Bret Maugeri was batting
.179 with eight RBIs in minimal
playing time. As a junior this season,
Maugeri has grabbed 30 starts in 46
games while hitting .311, third best
on the team. More importantly, he
was always willing to lay down a bunt
and do the little things right while
giving SIU a rock-solid .414 on-base
percentage.
Megan Kramper: SIU volleyball red shirt freshman outside
hitter Jennifer Berwanger. As a
true freshman in 2006, she made
appearances in the starting lineup
but was red shirted due to a torn
ACL and made a comeback this
season. Berwanger wasted little
time getting back in the flow as
she appeared in 100 games and was
fifth on the team in kills, second in
digs and fifth in blocks. She looks
to be a key component for the
Salukis to make another run in the
MVC in 2008.
Luis C. Medina: Bryan Mullins
stepped up his offensive game this
season. When the team needed a
basket, No. 10 was the one to hit
it. Mullins improved his 3-point
shooting, leading the team by hitting 41 percent of his shots behind
the arc.

Best quote
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Senior Blake Brachear practices the pole vault Wednesday at McAndrew Stadium. The Salukis won
two events at the Jesse Owens Invitational last weekend.
in the long jump after her 21-2
performance at the Jesse Owens
Invitational.
Riley is set to defend her title in
the hammer throw in her last chance
at a conference championship. She
was named Athlete of the Week
Thursday after defending her hammer throw title at the Drake Relays.

It was the fourth consecutive week a
Saluki garnered such an honor.
Distance coach Matt Sparks said
SIU has a well-rounded team that
should be competitive throughout
the championships.
“A lot has to happen for us to
be as successful as we were indoor,”
Sparks said. “Jeff, Brandon and

Brenton are performing up to their
championship level, it’s the second
tier groups of people that need to
get into the second, third and fourth
place to put us over the top.”
Luis C. Medina can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 238 or
lcm1986@siu.edu.

JE: “They are not yelling at me
personally, they are yelling at the
striped shirt. They are attacking the
job. Once you get that realization,
then things are a lot easier and you
don’t even hear it.” – Referee Don
Daily on how he handles verbal
abuse from the crowd. Anyone who
willingly travels from city to city to
be criticized on a nightly basis should
be commended for putting up with
the verbal abuse.
MH: “We got swept by a team
that was struggling and they absolutely whipped our butts. It was disgusting.” – Dan Callahan after a
series sweep against Bradley at Abe
Martin Field. The quote was pretty
spot-on about the series.
MK: When the SIU men’s basketball team defeated then No. 14
Drake at the SIU Arena, coach Chris
Lowery couldn’t hold back his words.
“We’ve come out on the short end
of the stick several times this season,
but our guys really nutted up in the
end and got it done.”
LM: Swimming and diving head
coach Rick Walker is always good for
a quality quote. As the Saluki women
prepared to defend their Missouri
Valley Conference championship,
See AWARD, Page 14

